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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Architecture is often described as the ‘Frozen Music’. With the advancement of 

machines and robotics this idea is continually changing. From 1970 onwards, many 

architects, engineers, and futurists have suggested that, to meet this demand of society, 

there must be a new kind of architecture that is not static and can adapt the changes 

through kinetics. Kinetics is directly associated with motion, and motion provides 

dynamism for adaptability. In currently available forms of kinetic architecture, motion 

comes from external systems and most of the time is generated by motors, pistons or 

actuators. For better efficiency, flexibility, and micro level programmability, motion 

should be produced from the intrinsic properties of the material. This research aims to 

explore and investigate materials with such properties for architectural application. In 

this study, dielectric elastomer has been examined to understand its properties and 

behaviors, focusing on possible architectural uses. In the final phase, some prototype 

models are developed for projected architectural application based on the results of the 

experiments. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION  

If anyone asks me the question: what the future will look like? My answer is; I 

don’t know, but I can tell its key features. Sustainability, adaptability, diversity, energy 

efficiency, intelligence, and responsiveness are surely to be at the top of the list. These 

criteria are applicable for all disciplines. Regarding architecture, these are among the 

most important demands of the future and are challenges for today. Many design 

strategies and technologies are being explored to meet this need of time. Amongst them, 

Kinetic architecture is one of the most promising fields. Because, through introducing 

kinetics in building or in building components, we can avail several key benefits at the 

same time which is not possible by static architecture. According to Maria Lehman 

“Architecture evolved in the belief that the static, permanent form of traditional 

architecture was no longer suitable for use in time of major changes. Kinetic architecture 

was supposed to be dynamic, adaptable and capable of being added to, reduced of even 

being disposable.”[1]This new paradigm in architecture is considered as a development 

in the theories of architecture and a departure from the static form of architecture to the 

dynamic form. Kinetic design directly implies the idea of introducing motion. Motion 

provides dynamism and dynamism provides kinetics and thus the designer gives 

occupants another dimension as well as a sustainable means to adapt with the 

environment. Conventionally, the motion or dynamism has been produced mechanically 

by motors, actuators or by exploiting the movement of any kinetic forces. This new 
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approach in architecture started to increase gradually in the late 20th century due to the 

advancement in mechanics, electronics, and robotics. 

To me, for a more effective and intelligent kinetic application, the dynamic 

motion should come from the intrinsic properties of the material. That means that the 

basic elements of building construction must have the ability to produce motion from 

within the composition of the material’s ingredients, not from an external mechanical 

system like motors or actuators. Therefore, I present here the concept of composing a 

new material mainly focusing on architectural implementation, which we can call 

“Alive materials”. If we look into the nature to find some clues for this idea, we can see 

that nature also produces motion from the material it is made of. Sunflowers or 

carnivorous plants are one of the most sophisticated plants with dynamic motion 

embedded in their composition of materials and, due to this amazing quality, they are 

more adaptable and successful in the race of survival. The cells of these plants can 

produce motions to perform a certain action. Sensors are also integrated with the process 

that makes it an intelligent system to respond and act accordingly. For example, a 

sunflower can move its petal towards the sun position for maximum sun exposure. The 

proposed material in this paper has three important features. Firstly, the dynamics is 

embedded into its ingredients, secondly, it is electro active, and finally, it is 

computationally programmable.  

My quest to produce such material can be divided into three phases. One, 

searching for the right elements; two, finding appropriate methods of composing the 
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elements, and three; introducing electro activation system to allow computational 

programming. For the first phase, electro active polymer is an option. They are available 

and widely used in different disciplines. In robotics, scientists use electroactive 

polymers to create artificial muscle instead of using motors or pistons. The second phase 

refers to the method of combining or composing these materials. Conventional multi 

material 4-D printing process can be an intelligent way to manufacture the new material. 

The third phase would introduce an electro activation system into the new composed 

material, so it could respond to any given electrical signals. This is accomplished by 

embedding electroactive systems at the molecular level or at a surface level by adding 

electrodes. Once the material responds and produces motion due to an electric signal, it 

could be computationally programmed. Then different kinds of sensor systems can be 

attached to it and make it responsive to any kind of external or internal stimuli. Finally, 

we can apply artificial intelligence to it and make a smart and automated material. It is 

a multidisciplinary approach to manufacture a smart and intelligent material with 

intrinsic kinetic properties for architectural purposes.    

The applications of such architectural ‘alive’ material can far be ranging from 

the micro-scale implementation to a massive scale construction, all is possible. Such 

intelligent material could also have an immense application in the space architecture 

where flexibility by kinetics will be the key feature to adapt with an extraterrestrial 

environment. The idea of such material refers to the concept of buildings that can act 

like a living organism. It is a great shift in architecture from rigid to flexible, from static 

to dynamic, from dead to alive, and surely this is not possible as long as our building 
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materials are not alive. It will be the beginning of a new architecture where buildings 

can move, change, respond, adapt, and of course, behave like an intelligent object that 

understands our needs and demands.      
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CHAPTER II 

KINETIC ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 Architecture and the idea of ‘Frozen Music’ 

Usually we describe architecture as ‘frozen music’. Over time this idea has been 

evolved and widely used. As humans started to gain better control on materials and 

construction, the expression of buildings became more aesthetically pleasing and 

metaphorically we tried to relate the expression of a building with music. But soon after 

the advancement of machine and robotics and to satisfy the constantly changing needs, 

this idea of ‘frozen music’ has been challenged. Many architects, engineers, and 

futurists came up with a new notion of architecture that is no longer considered as 

‘static’ rather it has the capability to adapt with the changes through kinetics. William 

Zuk and Roger H. Clark discuss in their book Kinetic Architecture, “Architecture has 

often been called frozen music. Others have referred to it as the permanent expression 

of an age- the freezing of an era; the petrification of an idea; the recording in stone of 

an isolated fragment of history. The purpose of this book is to describe and discuss an 

emerging approach in architecture that significantly rejects these conventional 

descriptions of architecture. What is presented is not architecture of fantasy, but a 

prediction for the future based upon a natural evolution, a reasoned and reasonable 

extension of accelerating trends, and a need to satisfy a dynamically changing society. 

What will be discussed is an architecture that is not static, as has traditionally been the 

case, but one that has the capability of adapting to change through kinetics”. [2] 
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Figure 1.  Architecture as ‘Frozen music’ (Guggenheim Museum, Frank Gehry) 

According to Jan Rowan (A Polish architect and writer) “Surely our present task is to 

unfreeze architecture – to make it a fluid, vibrating changeable backdrop for the varied 

and constantly changing modes of life. An expanding contracting, pulsating, changing 

architecture would reflect life, as it is today and therefore be part of it. If it is not rigor 

mortis is bound to set in.” [3] Thus, the idea of architecture as ‘Frozen music’ has been 

changed and started to become dynamic. 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2 Architecture from Static to Dynamic 

Since 1970 we see there has been a significant transformation in architecture. 

Due to the advancement of machines many architectural designs had been emerged with 

a wide range of dynamics into it. Motions were introduced in many building components 

to avail different functionality which were not possible for a static architecture. For 

example, the 1970’s work designed by French architect Roger Taillibert, was one of the 

massive structures where there was an elaborate retractable roof, [4] which was to be 

opened and closed by cables suspended from a huge 175-metre tower. A second 
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Figure 2.1.  Olympic Stadium of Montreal 

Figure 2.2.  Veltins-Arena, Germany 

example, the Veltins-Arena, a football stadium in Germany opened in 2001, has 

enormous retractable roofs and pitch. During this period, many building with small and 

large-scale kinetic components were constructed. And thus, a new paradigm of 

architecture had started to evolve where architecture shows its departure from static 

form to kinetic form.  
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Figure 3.   Plants with advanced motion 

2.3 Kinetics and Motion 

Kinetic design directly implies the idea of introducing motion. When buildings 

or building components are configured in a fashion which allows flexibility of structure, 

motion could be implemented to produce dynamic movement, in the building or 

buildings components. Thus, motion provides dynamism and dynamism offers many 

different breadths of use and operations. Architects and engineers then use these extra 

dimensions to design buildings with advanced functions or adaptabilities, which is not 

possible for a static building. This way motion is the reason behind the kinetics or 

dynamism we experienced in some new generation buildings. 

2.4 Motion in Nature 

If we consider nature, we find that there are plants species that have very 

advanced motion-producing capability for some specific purpose that is very unusual in 

other plant species, and such ability has also offered them better chance of survival. 

Plants like Venus flytrap use clever trapping mechanism to catch its prey, snapping shut 

when come to any contact with spider or insects.  
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Venus flytrap is a carnivorous plant that has the capability to produce rapid 

motion. A complex mechanism of elasticity, turgor and growth provide the ability of 

opening and closing the trap. Touch sensitive hairs trigger the mechanism, when the 

hairs are stimulated, action is generated which propagates across the lobes. [5] 

Mimosapudica is also a plant with motion producing capabilities. The leaves of this 

plant close when stimulated by touch, temperature, blowing or shake. These types of 

movement are termed as seismonastic movements. The whole opening and closing 

occurs due to the change of water pressure on the wall of the cell. It’s a very 

sophisticated and intelligent system of motion producing capabilities. [6] 

2.5  Motion in Architecture 

The idea of integrating motion in built structures is not something novel. In 

ancient times, people used draw bridges to protect the castle or even an entire city. These 

types of movable bridges became very common in medieval times. Just this one simple 

technology changed the story of survival or extinction of many human settlements. 

Another simple tool that enabled vertical accessibility that we now call elevator has also 

shaped the city morphology the way we see now. Although known from the ancient 

times, it is after two London architects, Burton and Hormer reintroduced it as the 

“ascending room” in 1823 with its modern usage, since then it has dramatically changed 

the shape of the city and its buildings. [7] The two dimensional sprawl of city structures  

with few levels have transformed into three dimensional peaks and troughs filled with 
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Figure 4.  Elevator and the Vertical Transformation of City 

giant towers extending hundreds of feet and accommodating rising population, 

commerce and activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since the end of the last century, the technological boom has also changed the very idea 

of buildings. New materials and tools have made it possible to move and shift large parts 

of structures and changed our way of thinking about buildings as standing static objects. 

Now we are heading towards an era where the definitions of floors, walls and ceiling 

are getting blurred, often to get the maximum utilization of solar energy, creating shade, 

sometimes to get the best possible view, or even to get additional usable space. In the 
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near future, we can expect to see the city skyline which is not visually static anymore 

but dynamic and changing in different times of a day as the buildings will be able to 

transform the appearance or geometry using their kinetics. Thus, the whole city will 

become an orchestra of unfrozen music. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXTRINSIC AND INTRINSIC KINETIC ARCHITECTURE  

3.1 Definitions 

This emerging approach of introducing motion in buildings to achieve advance 

functions and flexibility has introduced a new field called Kinetic Architecture. After 

the publication of William Zuk’s Kinetic architecture in 1970, a new group of visionary 

architects have come into the picture, working with this new idea in practice. This is a 

concept of design where buildings or components of buildings can move without 

compromising overall structural integrity. And thus, a building’s capability for motion 

can be used to enhance its artistic qualities, adaptability, flexibility, response to 

environmental conditions, and or to perform functions that is not be possible for a static 

structure. 

Based on the source of the motion, kinetic architecture can be divided into 

categories- extrinsic and intrinsic. 

3.1.1 Extrinsic Kinetic Architecture 

It’s the kind of kinetic architecture where the movement is generated by an 

external system run by motors, actuators or pistons on a given effective area. Example 

of this category of kinetic architecture include Al Bahar Towers of Dubai, Milwaukee 

Art Museum of Wisconsin or hyposurface by dECOi Architects. At present, most of the 

kinetic structures are designed on this principle. 
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Figure 5.  Comparison between Extrinsic and Intrinsic Kinetic Architecture 

3.1.2 Intrinsic Kinetic Architecture 

This category of kinetic architecture is where the motion or actuation is produced 

from the intrinsic properties of the material without any external mechanical system like 

motors or actuators. This new concept is being developed to overcome the limitations 

imposed by the external mechanical system such as additional load, mechanical 

deficiency, installation difficulties and additional required space. For these reasons, 

architects and engineers have started to work on creating a more flexible, lightweight 

and programmable solution. “Bloom” by Doris Sung is one of the few examples of 

intrinsic kinetic architecture. 

3.1.3 Comparison between the Extrinsic and Intrinsic Kinetic Architecture 

In extrinsic kinetic architecture, a mechanism is integrated with the structural 

system to allow flexibility at the same time ensuring stability. A motion-producing 

device is attached to this mechanism to create the end effect. Most of the time this 

system is controlled electronically.  
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Figure 6.  Polymorphic Bench in Collaboration with the Polymorphic Youth Columbia 
GSAPP  

On the contrary, this mechanical system of actuation is absent in intrinsic kinetic 

architecture. Rather the motion is produced by micro scale mechanical system with the 

material itself. For example, in the Bloom Project, thermos-bi-metal is used to move 

each individual component. Due to the change of temperature, two sandwiched metal 

with different expansion rate start to curl up. In this way, the additional equipment is 

not required thus it is lightweight. As a result, the motion producing mechanism and the 

end object are unified. It can be controlled through electro-activation, thermos-

activation, hydro-activation or any other stimuli depending on the composition of the 

material.  

3.2  Examples of extrinsic Kinetic Architecture  

3.2.1 Polymorph Bench 

Polymorphic Bench is an example of a small-scale interactive kinetic design. It 

utilizes the central pivot and bolt system like a seesaw with interconnected sections 

inspired by the reverberating motion of a Slinky where the vertical motion is carried out 

by the lower section from the upper section and creates undulation. Two simple 

connections are used in this bench to create stability. The sliding bolt connection 

controls the displacement and the elastic connection adds the flexibility. [8] 
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Figure 7.  The Strand Beast by Theo Jansen 

3.2.2 Strand Beast  

Created by the Dutch artist Theo Jansen, the Strand Beast is a wind-walking 

device. A skeleton is created by a collection of piping, wood and sails that work more 

efficiently on sand. These “creatures” can also be responsive to the changes of air 

pressure made by recycled plastic bottle filled with air. Intelligent use of simple joint 

techniques makes it possible to animate a large object. Although wind is used here as the 

motion producing force, other techniques like motors can also be used. The artist also 

proposes some ideas of applying this mechanism to make movable houses. [9] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Hyposurface 

Aegis Hyposurface by Mark Gouthorpe/dECOi is a kind of surface where they 

have introduced a shape changing behavior driven by interactive stimuli or 

computational program. The facade is made of tens of thousands of metal shingles 

connected to computer-controlled pistons that can respond to the information gathered 

through the sensors. This kind of building surface has opened a new world of electronic 
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Figure 8.  Aegis Hyposurface by dECOi 

Figure 9.  One Ocean, Thematic Pavilion EXPO 2012, Soma 

media that can directly interact with human and external forces and can produce sound, 

light and different shapes. [10] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.4 One Ocean, Thematic Pavilion EXPO 2012. Soma 

The Soma Pavilion explores the bioclimatic or sustainable design approach by 

using a kinetic facade. The moving façade is an integrated part of the overall skin of 

the pavilion. The moving lamellas create animated patterns on the façade as well as 

control light conditions. The lamellas are operated by the solar panels on the roof and 

form a harmonious expression with the ocean. [11] 
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Figure 10.  Milwaukee Art Museum, by Santiago Calatrava 

Figure 11.  Dynamic Tower, Dubai, by David Fisher 

3.2.5 Milwaukie Art Museum  

The kinetic “wings” over the Milwaukie Art Museum can be folded for 

protection at night or can shield from the sun and wind. Designed by architect Santiago 

Calatrava and built on the axis of the Wisconsin Avenue of central Milwaukie, this white 

ship like structure is a harmony of shape and material. [12] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.6 Rotation Tower 

Designed by architect David Fisher in Dubai this skyscraper is able to rotate 

individual floor. This building is the beginning of a new kind of architecture. With each 

floor rotating separately, the shape of the building is changing constantly. Use of 

photovoltaic panels on the roof generates electricity to meet the energy needs. [13] 
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Figure 12.  Bloom project, Dubai, by Doris Sung 

3.3 Examples of Intrinsic Kinetic Architecture 

3.3.1 Bloom Project 

One recent example of intrinsic kinetic architecture is ‘Bloom’, a research based 

design project by Doris Sung, Principle of dO|Su Studio Architecture and an assistant 

professor at University of Southern California.  In this project, she utilizes a material 

that has kinetic potentials without any power source or motion producing actuators. 

Sung explores the possibilities of thermobimetal which reacts to both the change in 

temperature and direct solar radiation. Thermobimetal are composite alloys that exploit 

a common behavior most material have. Two types of metal laminated together 

permanently. When the material is heated one metal expands at faster rate than the other 

and the composite begins to curl. By using this principle when the temperature of this 

metal is cool the surface of ‘Bloom’ appears as a solid, once the afternoon heats up the 

metal, the panels fan out to allow air flow and increase shade potential. Here the 

architect takes advantage of this seemingly simple kinetic behavior of thermobimetal 

and transform it into functional architecture. [14] 
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Figure 13.  4D Printed Shape Changing Materials. MIT Self Assembly Lab 

3.3.2 4-D Printed material 

A team at the MIT Self-Assembly Lab has seen breakthroughs in their research 

in intrinsic kinetic architecture in 2013 led by Skylar Tibbits. They have developed 

programmable materials that can produce motion from its composition and can make 

things that move and react to the environment without having to introduce complex, 

expensive, heavy actuation system and the electronics required to drive them. They use 

the very fundamental shape changing behavior of materials like wood, rubber, plastic, 

carbon fiber and create a new programmable material through 4-D printing multilateral 

process which show amazing shape changing behavior due to natural stimuli like water, 

heat or light. [15] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Shape Shift 

Shape Shift is experimentation in future possibilities of architectural 

materialization, as collaboration between the chair of Computer Architectural Design 

(ETHZ) and the Swiss Federal Laboratories for Materials Science and Technology 

(EMPA). The project aimed to develop an automated/responsive air control and 
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Figure 14.  Shapeshift by Manuel Kretzer 

light/shading system which could be used as a new kind of dynamic building skin. In 

this experiment they explores the potentials of electro active shape changing polymers 

at an architectural scale. The distinctive properties of the material not only acts like a 

mere actuator replacement but can be orchestrated for their aesthetic qualities too. This 

material is considered as a highly attractive material for kinetic architectural 

applications because of its extreme flexibility, lightness, thin dimensions and smooth 

actuations. This experiment introduces a highly potential material capable of producing 

enough actuation intrinsically. [16] 
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CHAPTER IV 

MATERIAL WITH INTRINSIC KINETIC PROPERTIES 

4.1   Search for new Materials  

Scientists, architects and engineers realize that to create a smarter, efficient 

material, the motion/actuation has to come from the material itself. Not only that, it has 

also been comprehended that to meet the challenges of kinetic architecture we must 

develop and explore materials. As William Zuk has mentioned in his book “Accelerated 

research in Architecture to develop materials specific to the need of kinetic structure 

may well be a new development.” [17] Michelle Addington has gone a little bit farther to 

emphasis on research in architectural realms. In her book, Smart Materials and new 

Technologies, she has mentioned as “Scientific and engineering information typically 

enters the design realms already “dumbed down.” Architects and designers don’t need 

to know how something works; they just need to know the pragmatics- how big it is, 

how does it look like? This approach unfortunately, keeps the design professionals at 

arm’s length, preventing not only the full exploration of these technologies, but also 

denying a coherent vision of the future to help direct development in the science and 

engineering discipline.” [18] So for a smarter and more effective kinetic architecture a 

search for new materials is required that can produce motion from inside.  
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4.2 Soft Robotics  

If we consider other disciplines, we will see they are advancing with the search 

of some materials that have intrinsic kinetic properties. Particularly medical science, 

Robotics, and sensor technologies have developed materials suitable for their own 

purpose. Robotics has been realized that the conventional robotic mechanism composed 

of joints motors and pistons are not efficient enough to produce accurate and efficient 

movement as human hand or body does. In typical robotic arms the actuation comes 

from motors or actuators that provide linear forces and thus the movement is rigid and 

less accurate. To overcome from this drawback, robotics has started to explore through 

many different shape changing materials and system. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15.  Soft Robotics 
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One of the most promising materials that has been explored and successfully 

executed is Electro Active polymer because motion is smoother and more lifelike than 

movement generated by mechanical devices. They are able to create very humanoid 

motion with their robots. Mostly robotics is trying to create an artificial muscle/ or 

muscle system by the help of shape changing materials. Scientists believe that with the 

similarity to natural motion, electroactive polymers could revolutionize robotics and 

biomedical devices. 

4.3 Shape Changing Materials  

There are many shape changing materials. Theoretically every material shows 

shape-changing behavior due to temperature change. But for most of the materials the 

shape-changing rate is not quite good enough to be used. Only the materials that show 

significant deformation are considered as shape changing materials. Here is the list of 

some significant one: 

1. Electro- Active Polymer  

2. Thermo -Active Polymer 

3. Shape Memory Polymer 

4. Shape Memory Alloy 

5. Thermobimetal 

6. Thermo Active materials 

7. Piezo-Electric materials  

8. Piezo-Electric ceramics  
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9. Hydrogel 

4.3.1      Electro Active Polymers 

Electro Active Polymers or EAP’s are one of the most potential shape changing 

materials because they exhibit large amount of deformation while sustaining large 

forces when stimulated by an electric field. Since late 1990 this material has been widely 

explored in many disciplines because some EAPs can exhibit up to a 380% strain, which 

is much more than any ceramic actuator. [19] There are many kinds of EAP. 

1. Dielectric Polymers 

2. Ferroelectric polymers 

3. Electrostrictive graft polymers 

4. Liquid crystalline polymers 

5. Ionic 

6. Electrorheological fluid 

7. Ionic polymer-metal composite 

8. Stimuli-responsive gels 

4.3.1.1      Dielectric Polymers 

“Dielectric EAPs are materials in which actuation is caused 

by electrostatic forces between two electrodes which squeeze the polymer. Dielectric 

elastomers are capable of very high strains and are fundamentally a capacitor that 

changes its capacitance when a voltage is applied by allowing the polymer to compress 

in thickness and expand in area due to the electric field. This type of EAP typically 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dielectric_elastomers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrostatic
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requires a large actuation voltage to produce high electric fields (hundreds to thousands 

of volts), but very low electrical power consumption. Dielectric EAPs require no power 

to keep the actuator at a given position. Examples are electrostrictive polymers and 

dielectric elastomers.” [20] 

4.3.1.2 Ferroelectric polymers 

Ferroelectric polymers are crystalline polar polymers that keep a 

permanent electric polarization which can be reversed in an external electric field. 

[21][22] Ferroelectric polymers, such as polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), are used in 

acoustic transducers and electromechanical actuators because of their 

inherent piezoelectric response. [23] 

4.3.1.3 Electrostrictive graft polymers 

Electrostrictive graft polymers consist of flexible backbone chains with 

branching side chains. When an electrical field is activated, a force is applied to each 

partial charge and causes rotation of the whole polymer and that produces the strain and 

deformation. [24] 

4.3.1.4 Liquid crystalline polymers 

Main-chain liquid crystalline polymers have mesogenic groups linked to each 

other by a flexible spacer. The combination of highly oriented elastomers leads to have 

a large strain thermal actuation along the polymer chain direction with temperature 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrical
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power_(physics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferroelectric_polymers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_polarization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electric_field
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyvinylidene_fluoride
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Piezoelectric
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variation, resulting in unique mechanical properties and potential applications as 

mechanical actuators. [25] 

4.3.1.5 Ionic 

Ionic EAPs is a kind of polymer; in which actuation is caused by the movement 

of ions inside the polymer and a few volts are needed for actuation. The ionic flow 

requires a higher electrical power and energy for actuation, and to keep the actuator at 

a given position. [26] 

4.3.1.6   Electrorheological fluid 

Electrorheological fluids change their viscosity due to an applied electric field. 

The fluid is a suspension of polymers in a low dielectric-constant liquid. [27] While the 

electric field is activated, the viscosity changes and produces force that result in 

deflection or movement. 

4.3.1.7   Ionic polymer-metal composite 

“Ionic polymer-metal composites consist of a thin ionomeric membrane with 

noble metal electrodes plated on its surface. It also has cations to balance the charge of 

the anions fixed to the polymer backbone. They are very active actuators that show 

very high deformation at low applied voltage and show low impedance.” [28] Nafion 

and Flemion are generally used ionic polymer metal composites. [29] 
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CHAPTER V 

RESEARCH QUESTION AND HYPOTHESIS 

From the previous discussion, it is now evident that developing materials with 

intrinsic kinetic properties is important for more advanced applications. Professionals 

in many disciplines are currently working on developing shape changing responsive 

material for specific use relevant to that field. Materials with intrinsic kinetic properties 

need also to be developed for advanced architectural applications. The question here is 

how to compose such a material. This paper aims to explore the scopes of that enquiry.  

5.1 Hypothesis and Parameters 

The first hypothesis is that such a material can be created, combined or 

composed. Creating the idea of a material that exhibits shape-changing behavior and 

can establish its individual identity. Combination refers to the idea of micro scale 

blending of more than one material that together exhibits the shape changing properties. 

This is an idea quite similar to the making of thermo-bi-metal. Composition can be 

defined as the process of integration of a number of micro-scale mechanisms or systems 

to produce shape-changing behavior. 

To make this material more efficient and responsive, it is required to have 

electro-activation properties as it permits better control at any given moment. Electro-

activation allows it to work with a range of stimuli like the change of temperature, light, 

sound, pressure and so on. Electro-activation also allows the behavior to be programmed 

into the material computationally with more precision.  
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Doris Sung’s use of Thermo-bi-metal is dependent on the change of natural 

temperature. The 4D printed shape changing material developed by MIT Self-assembly 

Lab changes the shape by using moisture as a stimulus. Both processes are slow and 

outside the range of direct control. For these reason this research intent develop a 

material with electro-activation properties along with the intrinsic shape changing 

characteristic to achieve better and fuller control. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Material Search  

Having decided on the desired properties of the proposed material, the study 

explores nine different categories of shape changing materials and examines a micro 

scale actuation system (pneumatics). The materials are selected based on the availability 

of materials and the existing body of literature. 

Figure 16.  Parameter Setting and Material Search  
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5.3  Investigation of Properties 

After the primary examination, five specific materials are selected for further 

study, which are- Electro-Active Polymer (EAP), Shape Memory Alloy (Nitinol), 

Hydrogel, Thermo-Active Polymer (Fishing line), and Thermo-Bi-Metal. Among these 

five, EAP is found to be the most potential for its higher actuation rate, direct electro 

activation, quick response time, lightweight, availability, economy and flexibility to 

integrate with different systems. 

Among the materials explored in this phase of study, Nitinol is found to be 

expensive and incapable of being electro-activated directly. Although it exhibits high 

rate of defection and strain, Nitinol is limited in its availability of shapes and sizes as it 

usually comes in wire shaped form. It is also very challenging to integrate with other 

systems. 

Hydrogel and Thermo-Active polymers are very slow in their response times, 

even though both are very economic. Also, additional electro-activation system is 

required to make them more efficient as none are able to be electro-activated directly, 

which makes the whole process more complex and inefficient. Additionally, the reverse 

processes of these two materials are significantly slow.  

Thermo-Bi-Metal shows significant deformation due to thermal changes but the 

limitation of this material system is the inconvenience in manufacturing process and 

manipulation. This material is also not capable of being electro-activated directly. Thus, 

the scope of having a total control at any given moment is not achievable.  
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Pneumatic system is a small-scale actuation system within the highly flexible 

silicon based materials. Some significant advances have already been achieved in 

robotics with this system. It shows very high actuation rate but is restricted in its ability 

to be electro-activated directly. Pneumatic system is a complex network of hollow 

flexible silicon tubes filled with air. The actuation happens due the changes in air 

pressure. One disadvantage of this system is that it is not programmable by electro-

activation due to its fragmented nature which also makes it unsuitable for this research 

application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17.  Investigation of Properties 
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5.4 Fabrication and Activation concept  

The next step of the study is to find the process of fabrication and embedding 

programmability in it. The diagram below shows how it could be created composed or 

combined. This material can be designed for a precise activation using latest computer 

programs like the Rhinoceros, Grasshopper and other fabrication techniques. Electro-

active nature allows this material to be integrated with artificial intelligence to make it 

more interactive. Other sensor systems can also be used because of its electro-active 

character. 

5.5 Hypothetical Applications  

Many applications are possible to derive from this proposal which range from 

micro to mega scale, both in the earth and the space. An example is a morphing wall 

that can transform into a plane to sit on, or a desk to write on or even an alcove to sleep 

in. Which means one single object offers versatility in shape and uses. A building skin 

can be designed which can balance the indoor and outdoor temperature and air flow by 

creating openings or closings itself. A tall building façade can also be imagined which 

morphs to adjust with the wind direction. This material forms a new horizon of 

opportunities where spaces are without a fixed dimension or shape; it enables to 

envision an ever changing, morphing and evolving space to live in. Which, as a result, 

changes our millions of years of perception and relationship with the space around us 

forever.  
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To have a living environment that is more responsive, adaptive and flexible, the 

change needs to be started from the very core of its material. Material is what shapes 

the design, behavior, and the bigger canvas of the architectural setting, or even an entire 

era of human civilization as in Stone Age, Iron Age or Bronze Age. This study proposes 

the material that can define the next phase of the human settlement and can set the 

foundation for that. 

 

Figure 18.  Fabrication, Activation Concept, and Hypothetical Applications 
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CHAPTER VI 

METHODOLOGY 

To further investigate the proposed material and to establish the hypotheses a 

series of experiments are conducted focusing on Electro-Active Polymer. The methods 

of this investigation are summarized in four steps- 

(1) Research and collection of materials 

(2) Setting parameters for each individual experiment 

(3) Investigation and behavior analysis 

(4) Prototypes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 19. Required Materials and Work Process 
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Carefully designed experiments are done to understand the behavior of each material. 

One single behavior is explored in each individual experiment by making other variables 

constant for systematic comparison. Each experiment is repeated many times to get a 

more accurate result. Based on this method, a series of examination is done to 

understand the overall behavior of a specific material. 

In the later phase, a number of prototypes are created based on the observations from 

these experimentations. The functioning prototypes made at the end of this study are 

evidence for feasibility of the original concept and hypotheses. 
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CHAPTER VII 

EXPERIMENTATIONS 

7.1 Working Principle of Dielectric Polymers 

The working principle of dielectric polymers is very simple. It’s basically a 

capacitor. When high voltage (KV) is applied, a thin dielectric elastomer film, 

sandwiched by compliant expands in planer direction due to the pressure in the thickness 

direction induced by the electric field. When the voltage is switched of the polymer 

regains its original shape. [30] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20.  Working Principle of Dielectric Elastomer [31] 
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7.2   Experiment Map 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21.  Experiment Map for the Study 
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7.3.1 Name of the experiment: Electrode materials 
 

Objective/Research question/Investigation criterions: 
 

According to the principle, conductive carbon powder works as an electrode. What 
about other conductive material as electrode? Here the experiments conducted with 
Graphene powder and iron powder, and a mix of these elements. 

 
Required Materials: 
 
Polymer:  VHB 4905    0.914m.  Electrode:  Conductive carbon powder                     
Graphene Powder, Iron grain    Stretch X:  1.2 - 1.5 X.     Voltage:  out:  4KV-7KV   in: 
2-8 V.   Frame:0.125-inch acrylic.  Frame-size:  3” x 3” approximately. 

Experiment Steps: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   1                                              2                                           3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                    4                                                             5 
Results / Observations: 
 
Graphene powder works okay but not as good as carbon powder, probably because of 
larger grain size. It also lacks adhesiveness with the surface. 
Iron powder does not work. Probably because at particle level they are far apart to 
work as a continuous conductive surface.    
 

 

Table.1 Electrode materials 
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7.3.2 Name of the experiment: Pattern Experiment 

 
Objective/Research question/Investigation criterions: 

 
These experiments were conducted to understand different patterns on different polymers 
and to study the changes, especially the direction of expansion. The patterns were 
connected to single and multi-circuits.  

Required Materials: 
Polymer:  VHB  4905    0.914m  
Electrode:  Conductive carbon powder for Exp_04 
Conductive ink for Exp_04  
Stretch X:  1.2 - 1.5 X 
Voltage:  out:  4KV-7KV   in: 2-8 V 
Frame:  0.125-inch acrylic 
Frame-size:  3” x 2.5” apx. 
Polymer:  VHB  4905    0.914m Electrode:  Conductive carbon powder  Stretch X:  
no Voltage:  out:  4KV-7KV   in: 2-8 VFrame:  No frame 
Experiment Steps: 
 

 
        EXP_03 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      EXP_04 
 
 

Table 2.  Pattern Experiment 
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    EXP_05 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   EXP_05 

Results / Observations: 
 
For Exp_03 the expansion was not significant but wrinkles were developed at the edge of 
the material. For Exp_04 the expansion was smooth but shows a pattern oriented 
expansion. Still the principle is not understood well enough, but the result was promising.    
For EXP_05, No Expansion was observed. There was spark inside two layers and at the 
edges. The experiment was not done very precisely and probably, as there was no pre-
stretching, no expansion was observed.  
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Table 2.  Continued  
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7.3.3 Name of the experiment: Expansion coefficient 

 

Objective/Research question/Investigation criterions: 
 

This experiment aimed to find out expansion coefficient of VHB 4910   0.914m at 2X 
stretched and at a constant applied voltage. The only variable was the active area of 
expansion which was 3”x3”, 4”x4” and 5”x 5”. 
 
Required Materials: 
Polymer: VHB  4910   0.914m   Electrode:  Conductive carbon powder                           
Stretch X:  2xVoltage:  out:  7kv in 5V constant Frame:  Foam boardFrame Size:  
10” X 10“Applied Size:  3” X3”4”X4“    5”x5”  

Experiment Steps: 

 
                    3”x3” active area 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
              4”X4”  active area 

Table 3.  Expansion coefficient 
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            5”x5” active area 

Results / Observations: 
 
Uniform and significant expansion observed in both 3”x3” module and 4”X4” module. 
They show approximately 25% expansion. 
Strangely it shows slow expansion rate and a lower expansion value though all the 
procedure and constants has been maintained. Perhaps the three was not enough room for 
expansion for 5”X5” active area. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Table 3.  Continued  
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7.3.4 Name of the experiment: Other Dielectric Materials 
 

Objective/Research question/Investigation criterions: 
 

According to the principle of dielectric material any material is supposed to change its 
thickness due to applied high voltage and thus to increase the area for holding more 
charges. Therefore, what if a fluid material is used to observe its liquid movement. 
Here thick and thin oil had used as dielectric materials and later added some acrylic 
color to study the movement pattern. 
Required Materials: 
Polymer: VHB  4905   0.914m Olive Oil, Castor oil, Acrylic color Electrode:  
Conductive carbon powder  Stretch X:  No  Voltage:  out:  4-7kv in 4-8 V varied 
Frame: Plastic boardFrame Size:  variedApplied Size:  1.5-3” diameter. 

Experiment Steps: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 4 
 
 

Table 4.  Other Dielectric Materials 
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                       5                                                                  6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Results / Observations: 
 
Showed very interesting geometric movement due to the applied electric field.  
Perhaps the material tries to reach its minimum thickness to hold more charge but 
due to the viscosity it generates bubble like shapes. Adding acrylic color creates a 
mixture of active and inactive zone and thus creates some colorful patterns. 
 

 
 
 
 

Table 4.  Continued 
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7.3.5 Name of the experiment: liquid Electrode 

 

Objective/Research question/Investigation criterions: 
 

While working with conductive carbon powder it has been realized the necessity of an 
applying medium that is convenient and works like an ink. In this experiment water 
was used as the matrix to make the ink. After several experiments, it was realized that 
water is not mixing properly with carbon powder and there was an ununiform 
distribution on the applied surface. So, the next experiments were conducted with thick 
and thin oil as a matrix to make ink. 
Required Materials: 
Polymer:  VHB  4910    0.914m  Electrode: Conductive carbon powder                       
and Water Conductive carbon powder Thin Oil [ Olive oil]Thick Oil [ Castor oil]   
Stretch X:  Varied  Voltage:  out:  4-7kv in 4-8 V varied Frame: Plastic 
boardFrame Size:  variedApplied Size: Varied.   

Experiment Steps: 
 
water + carbon powder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             3                                                                        4 

Table 5.  Liquid Electrode 
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Thick and thin oil+carbon powder 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                3                                                                    4  
 
 
 
Results / Observations: 
 
Expansion rate was satisfactory though it starts little slower than the dry conductive 
carbon. Uniformity of surface creates non-uniform expansion. Later on as the water 
evaporates, the carbon becomes dusty. In case of thick and thin oil while it is in 
charged condition and at a wet ink condition, the expansion rate was very slow but the 
value of expansion was significantly high. As the material dries out, the expansion rate 
becomes much faster. 

 

 

Table 5.  Continued 
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7.3.6 Name of the experiment: XYZ Membrane 
 

Objective/Research question/Investigation criterions: 
 

Up until now all the experiments were mostly applied on a 2D surface. This experiment 
was conducted to understand the shape changing behavior and force distribution at a 
3D surface membrane. 

Required Materials: 
Polymer:  VHB  4910     0.914m   Electrode:  Conductive carbon powder                    
Stretch X:  Varied  Voltage:  out:  4-7kv in 4-8 V varied   Frame: Plastic 
boardFrame Size:  10”X 10” X10”Applied area size:   Varied 

Experiment Steps: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                              3                                                                  4 
 
 
 
 

Table 6.  XYZ Membrane 
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Results / Observations: 
 
Expansion rate was satisfactory though it starts little slower than the dry conductive 
carbon. Uniformity of surface creates non-uniform expansion. Later on as the water 
evaporates, the carbon becomes dusty. In case of thick and thin oil while it is in charged 
condition and at a wet ink condition, the expansion rate was very slow but the value of 
expansion was significantly high. As the material dries out, the expansion rate becomes 
much faster. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6.  Continued 
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7.3.7 Name of the experiment: Prototyping 
 

Objective/Research question/Investigation criterions: 
 

Through the understanding of the behavior of the material some prototyping has been 
developed for some specific use. Many different frame type and frame material has 
been explored to get a significant actuation 

Required Materials: 
Polymer:  VHB  4910     0.914m   Electrode:  Conductive carbon powder                    
Stretch 2X:  Varied  Voltage:  out:  4-7kv in 4-8 V varied   Frame: Polyester 
sheet with varied thickness  Frame Size:  varied Applied area size:   Varied 

Experiment Steps: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                      1                                                                  2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                 3                                                                        4 

Table 7.  Prototyping 
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     Madule itterations  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                   6 
 
Results / Observations: 
 
It has been observed that polyester base frame provides more pretention and 
flexibility compare to acrylic especially producing small-scale module. The final 
actuation also depends on the size and width of the external frame. At a 4”X4” scale 
it shows the most deformation. 
 
 

 

Table 7.  Continued 
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CHAPTER VIII 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

All the experiments and finally the working prototypes indicate the potentiality 

of EAP as a shape changing material for architectural application. Experiments also 

bring out many other dimensions associated with the result which provide opportunity 

for further research. One of the most significant observations is that this result is not due 

to the characteristic of one single material rather it is the outcome of a micro-scale 

combination of several systems. This particular phenomenon heightens the versatility 

and programmability of this material as every associated system can be manipulated 

individually to produce a wide array of outputs. Another important observation is that 

the actuation is generated from the particle level. Thus, the force is omnidirectional and 

the force works in parallel with the tangent of the surface. Three-dimensional organic 

movement can be achieved by utilizing this property. This exact characteristic is what 

makes the movement smooth and organic. 
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CHAPTER IX 

PROJECTED APPLICATIONS 

Many potential application of this material can be anticipated. Two of them are 

highlighted below as both are investigated in detail within the scope of provided time 

and resources- 

(1) Breathing Skin: A prototype of the Breathing Skin has been produced. Although it is 

still in a rudimentary level, the result is satisfactory. Identical 3.5”x3.5” panels are 

created by digital fabrication to compose the skin. The result produces smooth and 

harmonious movement. Each panel can be electro-activated individually. For this 

experiment, sets of three panels are connected with one single source. After the 

electro-activation, it is observed that all movements are precisely controllable which 

further ensures the success of the initial hypothesis of the programmability.  

This breathing skin is an effective method of making automated building façade to 

control airflow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 22.   Proposed Breathing Building Skin 
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Fig. 22  Proposed Breathing Skin Module Prototype 

Figure 23.  Proposed Breathing Skin Module Prototype 
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(2) Interactive Surface: This offers an idea of a surface that can morph or interact with 

any certain stimulus like touch, light, sound, heat or a combination of them. 

Comparing with the Hyposurface by dECOi or Megaphase project, it is observed 

that a huge system of mechanism is used to achieve this same effect. Use of EAP 

simplifies that process both in efficiency and economy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 24.  Proposed Interactive Surface Module Prototype 
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CHAPTER X 

OBSERVATIONS 

Some significant observations are found through the experiments- 

(1) As the actuation is produced intrinsically by the particles of the material, precise 

and predesigned movement can be generated by preset vector force distribution. 

(2) Intentional separation of active and inactive zones is possible as the material is 

divided two different systems- compliant electrode and pre-stretched polymer. 

Different rate of activation can be produced in two separate zones by different 

actuation volts or by different material of compliant electrode or by different 

density of the same compliant electrode. 

(3) This material can be programmed in two different levels. The first one is during 

composing the material by varying pre-stretch coefficient, material thickness, 

compliant electrode, material elasticity, external framing system, pretension of 

the frame, and layering of material. By varying one of these factors the behavior 

can be programmed. In the later stage, the result can also be programmed 

computationally using its electro-active property. 

(4) A various property can be added as this material is polymer based, such as color, 

pigment, opacity, elasticity etc. 
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CHAPTER XI 

FUTURE PLAN 

For successful architectural use, further investigation needed. One of the areas 

to work on is to increase the scale and size and also introduce 4D fabrication system. 

The other includes investigating the viability to integrate it with soft structure systems, 

like tensegrity. Computer science, artificial intelligence and sensor technology need to 

work closely to increase the programmability. Lastly, to make it more efficient for 

architectural use, it is important to collaborate with other disciplines like polymer 

science and chemical engineering to improve at the material level. Thus the future 

approach is an interdisciplinary venture. 
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CONCLUSION 

We are in the fastest changing time of human history where new demands and 

new ideas are being introduces on a daily basis. Anything that is incapable of coping 

with this change are losing its relevance whether its technology, system, or people. 

Architecture as we now know is also facing this constant flux of changes. That is why 

concepts like kinetic architecture are evolving rapidly. Even this idea needs to offer 

more flexibility and adaptability to maintain its significance. This study proposes an 

advanced material system to meet the demands of the future. More initiatives and 

research are still needed to develop these materials. These continuous efforts make it 

possible to dream of that day when our home will no longer be a rigid object but the 

entity which can understand human needs and change the configuration accordingly, 

can understand the environment and response to it, can understand the emotions and can 

laugh at our jokes. Therefore, the frozen music will no longer be there, but a living 

music to live with and within that is no longer a dead structure but like a friend who is 

alive. 
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